GET MORE HIGH QUALITY REPAIRS IN LESS TIME.

The wait is over. Improve your paint shop efficiency without having to overhaul your space with REVO Accelerated Curing Systems from Global Finishing Solutions. The revolutionary technology cures filler and coatings quickly from the inside out.

REVO Systems can increase your paint shop throughput by up to 80%. Easy to operate and install, REVO Systems save time and improve results. With multiple models designed to fit a variety of needs, there’s a solution to start saving you time and money immediately.

REVO Accelerated Curing Systems offer the fastest curing time in the industry for both prep and paint processes. Repair cycle time is shortened and rework is significantly reduced thanks to the high quality, complete cure REVO Systems always deliver.

All REVO Systems are backed by the expert reliability, service and support from industry leader Global Finishing Solutions.
REVO Accelerated Curing Systems use short wave electric infrared technology, which provides significant throughput gains, energy cost savings and quality improvements.

Curing time for both prep and paint phases of repair can be reduced by hours, freeing up your technicians to complete additional repairs. There is no need to add accelerators to speed curing time; the fast dry time and complete cure from electric IR technology delivers high-quality results that reduce the need for rework.

Electric IR energy costs are a fraction of those needed to run a conventional system. REVO Systems reach curing temperature almost instantly and are ready to cure a repair immediately. Cool down is also very quick so the systems can be turned on only when needed and are safe to handle shortly after shutdown.

REVO Systems deliver consistent, controlled heat. Temperature is precisely regulated by easy-to-operate controls. With short wave electric IR technology, the drying energy is concentrated on only the panels needing repair and penetrates multiple layers of coatings to the substrate beneath. With just one pass, REVO Systems consistently cure filler, primer, sealer and paint.
The fast positioning of REVO Speed makes this premium model best suited for body shops that perform large volumes of average repairs on one to four panels. With a vehicle clearance of 7 feet, the REVO Speed can accommodate all sizes of passenger vehicles, including cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs, as well as factory lifted trucks.

- Semi-automatic operation
- No need to scan vehicle or use plates or markers
- Easily switch lamps on/off
- Easy-to-use controls and sensors
- Repair panels on or off the vehicle
- Fans cool unit within seconds
REVO Rapid is designed for full panel repairs or body shops with space restrictions. The REVO Rapid is available on an overhead rail system (OR2) or on a mobile cart with wheels (MC2). Both models feature dual sensors to safely and efficiently cure coatings on two different substrates simultaneously.

• Virtually unlimited orientations
• Temperature sensors on each cassette automatically adjust the intensity of the lamps to maintain a consistent temperature regardless of the substrate underneath, ensuring that you never overcure or undercure a coating
• Overhead rail units move easily around paint booths or prep areas with no cords to trip over
• Mobile units can be moved quickly around a shop wherever needed
• Easy-to-use controls
• 12 kw of power
The single cassette REVO Spot is a great solution for quickly curing small surfaces. The REVO Spot can be effortlessly moved into any paint booth, prep station or virtually any other area in a shop.

- Ideal for small areas and spot repairs
- The temperature sensor automatically adjusts the intensity of the lamps to maintain a consistent temperature regardless of the substrate underneath, ensuring that you never overcure or undercure a coating
- Easy-to-use controls
- Strong, durable cart is easy to maneuver
- Can be used for aluminum repair, bumper repair or dent removal
- 6 kw of power
REVO Handheld is lightweight and features an ergonomic handle, making it the ideal tool for rapidly curing filler, primer and clear coat. There are no special power requirements, the unit simply connects to any 110-volt outlet. Extended panels stay cool to the touch and allow the unit to be placed on the ground without damaging the lamp or burning the floor.

• Lightweight, easy to control
• No warm up period; just switch on and start using
• Can be used in a wide variety of applications, including aluminum repair, bumper repair, dent removal, softening glass seals, and removing emblems and adhesives
PAINT BOOTH

The Ultra® XR Paint Booth is a premium downdraft spray booth that is integrated seamlessly with the REVO Speed — creating a top-of-the-line spraying and curing environment.

- Integrated overhead rails allow the REVO Speed to move independently alongside the vehicle, rapidly curing coatings as it moves
- Exclusive Controlled Airflow Ceiling for superior contamination control
- Premium ceiling and vertical sidewall lighting
- Intuitive LOGIC 4 controls with dual VFDs
- Pressurized parking garage and pressurized power rails make the booth fully compliant with NFPA 33

CTOF

The Ultra® XR Closed-Top Open-Front (CTOF) is an end-to-end prep, paint and curing environment. By integrating REVO Systems into this versatile finishing environment, vehicles can be filled, primed, sealed, painted and rapidly cured in one location.

- Built-in overhead rail system allows REVO Speed or Rapid to easily move alongside the vehicle or panels
- Downdraft airflow with GFS’ exclusive Controlled Airflow Ceiling for superior contamination control
- Dual-bay construction
- Intuitive LOGIC 4 controls with dual VFDs
- NFPA 33 compliant
SERVICE AND SUPPORT TO GROW YOUR REPAIR BUSINESS.

We have an experienced team of REVO Systems sales representatives, technical advisors and trainers available to support you from purchase decision, installation, training and beyond. We’re here to help you make the most of your repair business. You can rely on us to be there when you need it most.

Contact us today to learn more about transforming your repair business.  

(877) 658-7900 
revocuring.com

We offer on-site training for all REVO Accelerated Curing Systems and a one-year parts and labor warranty.